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CLIMATE CHANGE – Since moving here in January 2011
it seemed only the British visitors that commented daily
on every aspect of the weather, something for which
we are renowned! That is until the Canaries were hit
by fearsome storms back in December with mountainous
waves rolling in from mid-Atlantic, extensive flooding
from the rain pouring down the mountain and incredible
thunder and lightning. [10,000 lightning bolts recorded over a 40 hour period]. It was certainly not
something that we, or apparently most Canarians, had experienced before and this winter continues
to be the subject of discussion in bars and restaurants. In fact,
it has continued to be at variance with the norm giving us lower
temperatures, more rain, strong winds and some wonderfully
dramatic skylines.
At the first sign of rain clouds or
a slight reduction from the average
24o - 26oC in November, most
Canarians rush to put on full-length
trousers, boots and coats to make
them feel that ‘winter’ has arrived!
To most holidaymakers it’s still as
warm as a British summer’s day, but
having now become acclimatised to
the heat, we also found ourselves changing from shorts and wearing
a fleece! It has become easier to identify residents versus tourists
as the men will be stripped to the waist and the women dressed in
swimwear [neither a pretty sight off the beaches] but all seeking
the tan to take home! The upside of all the rain is that our landscape,
which is normally quite arid, has now rejuvenated itself with halfforgotten wild plants and even grass growing between them which
we’ve never seen before. The island has turned very green and
Jill is looking forward to a splendid display of spring flowers in the
hills. It must be the Gulf Stream or do I mean the Jet Stream –
whatever, we are just very thankful to no longer be at the mercy
of the endless rain that family and friends in the UK have suffered
this winter. It now stays light until 7pm and we will soon be enjoying
the extended summer evenings supping a glass of vino on our balcony
- still just a smidge chilly for it yet!
EATERIES - As always, eating out is a continuing pleasure and provides
us with the never-ending excuse of finding new places for our visitors to
sample. We notice that our taste is refining itself to one of simple and
practical restaurants rather than some which hover in the pretentious
zone. Our current local favourite is family owned and called ‘Casa
Mary’. It appears cafe-like from the road, but enjoys a welcoming and
friendly atmosphere inside. Momma Mary cooks, papa Jose does the
bar and Francisco does the waiting. We have introduced a number of
friends who find the food excellent and great value for money. We are
not enamoured with much of the modern ‘nouvelle cuisine’ that some
restaurants promote and for which they charge exorbitant prices.
Maybe it’s being old fashioned and not wishing to pay for a mouthful
of food that has been delicately placed on a plate to make it look – well
I don’t quite know what they want it to look like, maybe a piece of art
rather than a meal. It’s just that both of us are philistine enough to
actually go out to EAT and while some of the places here put too much on

the plate, at least that is value and they will always wrap up leftovers. Meat dishes are normally excellent and ‘Beef Chop’ [which
is a boned out T-bone steak cooked ‘a la plancha’], and its lamb or
pork equivalent are always good choices. One of my problems is
not being able to lose weight. I just can’t figure it out!
Jill has been able to research some new eateries during
her travels with the walking group which started again last
November. We recently tried one at
a small west coast town called Alcala
which she happened upon - a relatively
new restaurant, previously part of a
warehouse, enjoying a prime position overlooking the sea with views of La
Gomera. It offers a wide menu of freshly cooked Italian dishes - that was
just the starter - which appears to bring in the customers because we only
just managed to get the last table. Definitely one to be revisited.
TENERIFE TRADITIONS - Tapas is of course one of the specialities of Spanish cuisine. Virtually every
town on the island organizes at least one ‘Ruta de Tapa’ each year, to which a number of restaurants will
sign up and provide their own special ‘tapa’ plus a glass of wine, beer or water for 2-3 euros. The ‘ruta’
is promoted by the Ayuntamiento [Town Hall] several weeks in advance and visitors are encouraged to
follow a tapas route to learn something of Canarian cuisine. Competition
between restaurants to provide the best ‘tapa’ tends to produce quality
dishes and as they normally continue for a couple of weeks, there is plenty
of time to do the full route. Pinchos [skewered meat, fish or vegetables]
are a popular choice.
The island is now entering the season of ‘Carnaval’ [their spelling]
when the major towns celebrate their saints with colourful parades of
floats, extravagantly costumed dancers, lively street music and lots of
fireworks. Santa Cruz, the capital of
Tenerife, has the largest which is considered second only to the
one in Rio de Janeiro and draws many thousands of visitors from all
over the world who bring much needed money and work to the island.
Fiestas, also lively and colourful street party-like celebrations,
are held throughout the year in even the smallest of towns. Some
involve the washing and blessing of animals in the sea and provide
great entertainment to onlookers as well as fullfilling the religious
aspect of each festival. It is good to see these events continuing to
be passed down through each generation.
FAMILY VISITS – My sister Patricia joined us again for a couple of weeks in October and decided that
this is where she would like to spend her winters, so we spent time exploring the different places in
which she might like to settle. Disclosing her age is off limits but I can tell you she is ten years older
than me and is very feisty to be thinking of selling her Geneva pad of nearly sixty years. I mean, she
wants to live in a place on the beach so she can go swimming in the sea every day!
One of the mishaps of the storm was that a power surge blew the circuit boards of our 5 community
lifts. This was five days before the whole Waring family arrived out for their two-week Christmas
holiday – no TV and no lifts! Fortunately we were able to replace the necessary communications items
fairly quickly but it did make us realise just how much
we depend on them for keeping in touch with everyone.
Having no lift was an even greater problem as no longer
being in the first flush of youth, carrying Christmas
shopping for eight up three flights of stairs was not ideal
and it wasn’t until the first week of January that they
were reinstalled - when our visitors had left, of course!
However, it made a good excuse to go out and eat.
As a special treat, my daughter Lara joined us for
her first visit to Tenerife. Despite bringing a cold with
her and spending a couple of days in quarantine, they
all managed to go horse riding and swimming, played
golf and tennis and visited Loro Parque, renowned for

its conservation of endangered species. Visitors can
watch performing seals, dolphins, orca whales and
birds, as well as visit many other unusual animals in
the beautifully landscaped grounds. My favourite is
the penguin house where they have built a real slice of
Antarctica complete with sea, snow and ice and which
follows the seasons of their natural habitat.
Unfortunately, Lara’s cold transferred to me and I
finished the year in bed feeling less than celebratory.
However, we both felt that the Christmas visit has

been a great family success and we look forward
to a repeat performance at some future date.
Jill’s son Toby and his wife Ruth, couldn’t make
it this time as they set up their own company
during the spring - for which we wish them the
greatest of success. Their venture is called
TABLET CATERING providing both consultancy
and training services through Ruth’s side of the
business
and events
catering
and
food
services through Toby’s cooking skills. It appears that they’ve
found a seam of opportunity in London to provide speciality foods
to cafes and other outlets, prepared in their own professional
kitchen. Obviously they do not employ any staff in these early
days and had to stay in London to ensure supplies of festive grub
to their growing customer list.
TRAVELS - In June, Jill returned to the UK for a final pack-up the Devon shack at Weston, ably
assisted by Jess, Lara and Jan, a long term friend of Jill’s. I believe it was somewhat chaotic due to
the almost non-existent management of the site, a far cry from when we had first thought to buy, but
the job was achieved in record time with the shipment of books and other personal items arriving in
Tenerife almost before her own return - just in time to unpack everything! We now have NO shortage
of reading material having covered one garage wall with shelving. So, we are now homeless as far as
the UK is concerned but much relieved not to have the responsibility and tax implications of ownership.
I was left to my own devices yet again in November, when my chief cook and bottle washer disappeared
for a 5-day Christmas jolly with Jan in Petersfield, visiting our old office and friends at Stansted
Park. I am told it was exceedingly wet but as I received a multitude of useful Christmas presents and
enjoyed good weather here, I really couldn’t complain too much.
We also managed a holiday together at the end of September. A Viking River Cruise, to be precise,
from Amsterdam to Basle. Never keen on mingling with thousands of others or having to dress formally
for dinner, we have always been somewhat wary of the cruising concept! We don’t, or to be more
accurate, Tony doesn’t like evening gear, although Jill would probably like it once in a while. You know
the thing where if you are a good customer you eat with the crew – at the Captain’s table! We found
our cruise actually exceeded expectations. The ship was comfortable
with plenty of places to relax and watch the scenery either inside
or on deck. The cabins were well appointed and with only about 196
passengers, the ship felt spacious. As we had hoped, there were no
children and most people had completed their working lives, which is
a kind way of saying that Jill was probably the youngest member on
board, although she tells me that isn’t true and we had several riotous
evenings with some of the 50% US contingent, persuaded to cross the
Atlantic by Viking’s sponsorship of UK TV dramas!
Mostly we moved up river at night, very smoothly if you were midships as we were and then tied up for the day so that one could go on arranged excursions, or explore
individually. The food was excellent – both in variety, quantity and of a high enough standard to
satisfy most people, certainly us. Booze was included with meals so beer, wine or water came with
the meal. None of this €4.50 per bottle of water stuff. Dinner was served in the diningroom, but at

lunch one had the choice of the diningroom or a buffet in the lounge
which is what we preferred. Each evening there was some form of
entertainment, either a talk, demonstration of a local craft or music
or, if we were alongside, the
opportunity to sample the local
nightlife. But, by the end of
the week, we had had our ration
of medieval castles, cathedrals
and even the slopes of the Rhine
vinyards and a return to the
normality of an English cream tea with Chris and Sal, our friends in
Great Missenden, UK, was bliss.
HOME - This last September, we said goodbye to Muffin, our
lovely old Welsh Border Collie. She had reached her fifteenth year and all the problems with which she
was born had taken their toll and one day her back legs just gave out. Her vet came to our home and
told us that her heart was struggling as well and sleep was the kindest thing for her. He was so gentle,
both with her and with us for that matter. She was cremated in Gran Canaria and her ashes returned
in a lovely wooden box. She will come back to the
UK on our next visit to be where she was happiest,
in the forest at Stansted Park. We do miss her
so, but Scruffs, who had spent 15 months being
bossed around and kept in her place by the old
lady [Muffin not Jill], had by then wormed her way
into our hearts as well which made the loss easier
to bear. It took her a little time to realise that
Muffin was no longer going to try and pinch her food or grab hold of her neck if she presumed to bark
at the wrong time or snarl when she tried to play with a toy. However, it didn’t take her long to get the
hang of being top dog and show everyone what a good guard dog she is and how good she is at digging
for [and catching] lizards which she proudly carries home [normally alive] as her trophy. She is a dog in
a million with a happy and ebullient personality and makes everyone
smile just by looking at her. She’s also partial to beer, a habit
encouraged by our Irish friends - no doubt it will be guiness next!
Not to be too besotted – she’s gorgeous.
The roof garden has matured nicely although it gets one helluva
battering in some of the gales, but Jill has gradually learned what
plants will and wont survive - definitely a case of trial and error.
It certainly looks good in the evenings when we sit outside and
enjoy a BBQ with friends. We are looking forward to the weather
warming up and for the clocks to change into summer mode.
I continue to spend my time
doing my community duties as ‘El
Presidente’, add to my joke library,
my music library, sort my photo
library, read and think about the
meaning of life and other details of
importance. I also enjoy my strolls
to supervise the activities at the
local San Miguel Marina. Jill goes
off with her walking group every Wednesday and does an hour of Spanish
twice a week - such activity - but she loves every minute of it, exploring
different parts of the island and making new friends. At the moment
the walking group has about 25 members but soon, like ‘swallows’, they will gradually be returning to
their northern EU homes for Easter and the walks will finish during the summer heat.
So, that’s 2013 done and dusted. Now, already two months in to 2014, we are preparing for visitors
in May and early June and are busy planning our next journey - to the USA in September. This will be
a six week visit to family in California and friends across the breadth of the continent, something we
are both very much looking forward to. So, until next time...
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